Conventional DIC microscope shows the two-dimensional distribution of optical path length gradient encountered along the shear direction between two interfering beams. It is therefore necessary to rotate unknown objects in order to examine them at several orientations. We built new DIC beam shearing assembly, which allows the bias to be modulated and shear directions to be switched rapidly without any mechanically rotating the specimen or the prisms. The assembly consists of two standard DIC prisms with liquid crystal cell in between. Another liquid crystal cell is employed for modulating a bias. All components do not require a special design and are available on the market. We describe techniques for measuring parameters of DIC prisms and calibrating liquid crystal cells. One beam-shearing assembly is added to the illumination path and another one to the imaging path of standard microscope. Two sets of raw DIC images at the orthogonal shear directions and two or three different biases are captured and processed within a second. Then the quantitative image of optical path gradient distribution within a thin optical section is displayed on a computer screen. The obtained data are also used to compute the quantitative distribution of optical phase, which represents refractive index gradient or height distribution. It is possible to generate back the enhanced regular DIC images with any desired shear direction. New DIC microscope can be combined with other techniques, such as fluorescence and polarization microscopy.
INTRODUCTION
Differential interference contrast (DIC) light microscope is a polarizing beam-shearing interference system in which the interfering beams are sheared by a small amount, generally by somewhat less than the radius of an Airy disk. The DIC technique produces a monochromatic shadow-cast image that displays the optical paths gradient projection on the shear direction. Those regions of the specimen where the optical paths increase along a reference direction appear brighter (or darker), while regions where the path differences decrease appear in reverse contrast. As the gradient of optical path grows steeper, image contrast is significantly increased. With conventional DIC the two-dimensional distribution of optical path gradients along the shear direction generates image contrast that is not symmetrical and varies proportionally with the cosine of the angle made by the azimuth of the object and the direction of wavefront shear.
The DIC microscopy demonstrates remarkable optical sectioning capability because its contrast is produced by the optical path difference in a small in-focus volume where two interfering beams are spatially separated. Here the beams travel through the different areas of the specimen under investigation. The out-of-focus object introduces practically the same phase disturbance in the both beams because the beams go through almost same area of the specimen. Therefore, the out-of-focus disturbance is suppressed by optical subtraction. The optical section depth becomes thinner if the shear amount is smaller, and the objective and condenser numerical apertures are larger. The narrow optical sectioning DIC phenomenon is similar to removing an out-of-focus haze in the structured illumination microscopy (SIM) 1 . The SIM employs a single-spatial-frequency grid pattern, which is projected onto the object under investigation. Raw images are taken at three spatial positions of the grid. The out-of-focus picture of the object does not depend on the pattern position. As a result, the out-of-focus haze in SIM is subtracted computationally.
Application of computation subtraction in the DIC should also improve its sectioning capability even further. The computation subtraction of images with different biases is employed in various techniques, such as polarization modulation DIC (PM-DIC) 2, 3 , differential detection DIC (D-DIC) with polarizing beamsplitter 4 , phase-shifting DIC (PS-DIC) [5] [6] [7] , retardation modulation DIC (RM-DIC) [8] [9] [10] , and orientation-independent DIC (OI-DIC) 12, 13 . In particularly, the PM-DIC removes a background contribution that is insensitive to defocus 3 . It is shown theoretically and confirmed experimentally that a RM-DIC microscope has stronger optical sectioning than a conventional DIC microscope, and the optical section depth is thinner if a Nomarski prism with smaller shear amount is used 10 . Our experiments with the OI-DIC microscope using 100x/1.3NA oil immersion objective lens demonstrated the optical section depth about 0.1 µm. The corresponding field depth of a bright-field microscope would be 0.5 µm.
The regular DIC microscope, however, has shortcomings: it requires the proper orientation of a specimen in relation to the optical system in order to achieve best pictures, and its images are not quantitative. In order to obtain quantitative data it is necessary to capture DIC images with orthogonal shear directions. The previous approaches 5, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] used mechanical rotation either of the specimen or DIC prism. This takes considerable time and the obtained images can be misaligned. Therefore the previous methods in the DIC microscopy were not suitable for imaging live cells.
To overcome these limitations we have designed and successfully built a new DIC microscope, which allows the bias and shear directions to be switched rapidly without mechanically rotating the specimen or the prisms 12, 13 . In this system we incorporate algorithms that we have developed. The new OI-DIC technique provides quantitative orientationindependent images of phase (dry mass) and phase gradient with highest fidelity and resolution, which cannot be obtained with any other optical microscope.
OPTICAL SCHEMATICS OF ORIENTATION-INDEPENDENT DIFFERENTIAL INTERFERENCE CONTRAST (OI-DIC) MICROSCOPE
Principal optical schematic of OI-DIC microscope for the transmitted light is shown in Fig. 1 . It contains light source with bandpath filter, crossed linear polarizer and analyzer, two beam-shearing assemblies, phase shifter, objective and condenser lenses, image sensor. The schematic could also include a displacement compensator. Orientation of the polarizers and birefringent components are shown in the picture.
The beam shearing assemblies can employ regular DIC prisms from the microscope. The first prism in assembly is placed in the designed original position and the second DIC prism is displaced along the microscope optical axis by some distance. The large prism displacement causes a strong non-uniformity of intensity distribution across the view filed and reduces the image contrast significantly. One solution of the displacement problem is the using a custom made second DIC prism, which is designed for the specific position. But this way would require knowledge of the DIC prism design and such prism could be very expensive. The second solution is to extract the bare DIC prisms from their original mounts and put them in new holder at close distance. Thickness of each DIC prism is about 1 mm, and thickness of a liquid crystal cell is about 2 mm. A small displacement of the each DIC prism by 2~3 mm from the designed axial position would not deteriorate the image quality substantially. The third solution is to use the second DIC prism in its original mount and a special displacement compensator. The compensator corrects misalignment in the interfering beams caused by displacement of the prism.
A regular research grade microscope equipped with DIC optics can be modified for obtaining OI-DIC images. In particular, our first experimental setup, which is shown in Fig. 2 , was implemented on an upright microscope Olympus BX-61 (Olympus America, Center Valley, PA, http://www.olympus.com). We employed two pairs of regular DIC prisms in their original mounts and 2.2 mm-thick liquid crystal 90º polarization rotators in custom made 7 mm-thick holders. The axial displacement of the outside prism DIC4 in the imaging path was 32 mm up, and the axial displacement of the outside prism DIC1 in the illumination path was 16 mm down. The internal prisms DIC2 and DIC3 were placed in the originally designed positions. We made single displacement compensator, which corrects misalignment in the interfering beams caused by displacements of the both outside prisms. Detail description of the compensator design is quite cumbersome and it will be done in a future publication. 
:ar 2 and the retardance it at a maximum. When a voltage is applied, an electric field is introduced which supplies a torque to the liquid crystal molecules; the retardance is decreased. The molecules near the substrates are not able to fully rotate, and so the retardance does not quite get to zero. Conventional ECB cell has retardance range from 0.1 to two wave (2λ) at 700nm 20, 21 .
It is also possible to use an ECB cell with vertical alignment (VA ECB) as phase shifter 19, 23 . The liquid crystal molecule's directors are aligned perpendicular (vertical) to the cell substrates if no voltage is applied, and the retardance is at a minimum (zero). Applied voltage turns the liquid crystal directors, and so the retardance is increased. The vertically aligned LC cell exhibits the highest contrast value among all LC cells. Another its merit is fast response speed due to thin cell gap. It does not require a compensation film in order to get zero retardance. The VA ECB has some shortcomings, such as lower retardance range from 0 to half wave (λ/2) at 700nm, and reduced contrast for off axis rays.
In opposite to the phase shifter, which changes birefringence smoothly in order to obtain the required bias value, the polarization rotator has two states only. In state of OFF the beam passes through the rotator without modifying the Xand Y-polarization components. In state of ON the polarization rotator switches the X-and Y-components. The rotator can utilize conventional ECB or VA ECB liquid crystal cell, which is similar to one used by the phase shifter. In this case the principal axis of the LC cell has to be orientated at 45º. The LC cell switches polarization by 90º (state ON) when the plate retardation is half wave (λ/2), and preserves beam polarization (state OFF) if the plate retardance is 0 or full wave (λ).
It is convenient to utilize a 90º twisted nematic (TN) cell as the rotator 22, 23 . Currently the TN cells are commonly used in liquid crystal displays and shutters. They are not expensive and less sensitive to the wavelength variation then ECB cells. In the TN cells the LC anchoring (or rubbing) direction at the input surface is perpendicular to that of the output surface. In the inactivated state (voltage is below threshold), the local LC director undergoes a continuous twist of 90º in the region between the plates. Linearly polarized input light propagates through and, under ideal circumstances, follows the director helix as it propagates through the LC structure. Lets us assume that LC anchoring direction at the input surface is oriented along the X-axis and anchoring direction at the output surface is oriented along the Y-axis. In this case, light with initial X-polarization emerges from the LC cell with Y-polarization, and light with initial Y-polarization comes out with X-polarization. In order to reduce interaction between X-and Ypolarization components during the propagation, the cell's rubbing direction should be oriented at 0º or 90º. The phase shifter could compensate a possible phase shift between two polarization components introduced by the rotator. When an electric field is applied across the LC layer, the directors become predominantly parallel to the electric field. The twisted structure is thus distorted, and, with voltage above threshold, begins to vanish. The polarization direction of the light is no longer rotated as light passes through the cell.
One of advantages of using the TN cell is that we do not need to know precise dependence of parameters of the cell on the applied voltage. In the transmitted light with use two rotators and can apply the same voltage to the both cell simultaneously using the same generator output. Typically the Freedericksz voltage threshold occurs at 2-3V rms . In this case, the voltage ~0.5 V rms will set both rotators in the state ON, and voltage 5 V rms will put them in the state OFF.
It is promising to employ ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC) cell in 90º polarization rotator. They are known for their fast switching speed and bistability. The switching speed is very fast, which is usually a few microseconds. The two states are bistable, which means the electric field is not required once the tilting is finished 21, 22 .
Let us examine in more detail how the beam-shearing assembly works. For example, the initial ray A 0 falling on the first prism DIC1 has coordinates (0, 0). Here the first number means a coordinate along the X-axis, and the second one is the coordinate along the Y-axis. The shear plane of the first DIC prism is parallel to the X-axis. The prism deflects a ray with Y-polarization in the negative direction by 1 unit and shifts a ray with X-polarization in the positive direction by the same amount. It creates a shear distance of two units between the components along the X-axis. Thus, the first output ray A 1 has X-polarization and coordinates (1, 0). The Y-polarized second ray B 1 has coordinates (-1, 0).
The 90º polarization rotator preserves the linear polarizations of the beams A 1 and B 1 (state OFF) or turns them by 90º without altering the ray positions (state ON). In the first case (left column) the output rays A 2 and B 2 are polarized along the X-axis and Y-axis, respectively. In the second case (right column) the rays A' 2 and B' 2 are polarized along the Y-axis and X-axis, correspondently. (Fig. 4) 
CALIBRATION OF OI-DIC COMPONENTS

Measuring shear distance
Shear amount (distance) is the critical parameter of a DIC microscope that determines its contrast, sensitivity, resolution and optical section depth. Another issues with DIC microscopy is that, to derive quantitative information, one must know the amount of image shear. Generally, however, microscope manufacturers do not make that information available. As a result, one must measure this parameter. Munster et al.
14 determined the lateral shift by measuring the distance between the center of the bright spot and the center of the dark spot in image of a submicroscopic transparent latex sphere with bias set at π/2. Mehta and Sheppard 24 measured shear by studying intensity distribution in the back focal plane of the microscope objective lens. Müller et al. 25 used a combination of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy and dynamic light scattering to determine shear. Duncan et al. 26 described a measurement setup with using a standard optical wedge.
The described below technique for determining shear distance is faster and more accurate than mentioned. At first we measure a shear angle. Then the shear distance is computed by multiplying the shear angle and standardized reference focal length of the tube lens, as it is explained in the end of this section.
In order to find the shear angle of DIC prism we do not need to know how the passing beam is transformed inside the prism. DIC prism splits an incident monochromatic plane wave into two orthogonally polarized plane wave with slightly different direction of their wavefronts. Fig. 5 illustrates splitting the incident linearly polarized beam into two separate output beams with shear angle ε. Here the shear plane is parallel to the X-axis. As one can see from the picture, the shear angle ε (in radians) equals to derivative of the optical path difference (bias) Λ with respect to the coordinate x:
The optical path difference Λ is connected with retardance δ, written in degrees, and wavelength λ in the simple way:
Thus, the shear angle could be found by measuring a derivative of the retardance with respect to the coordinate along the shear direction: 
Mirror
Retardance can be determined with a number of various techniques. In particularly, one could employ the return-path compensation method, which we proposed in 1986 [27] [28] [29] . This simple technique is similar to the Senarmont compensator 30 . Because of superposition of the probe and reverse beams the return-path arrangement has the following advantages: (i) owing to a double pass of a beam through a specimen under investigation, the sensitivity threshold is decreased by factor of two; (ii) the same optical elements are utilized twice, in the direct and the reverse beams. It makes the measurement set-up less expensive considerably, which is very important, because one high quality optical polarization element could cost several thousands dollars.
Schematic of the return-path setup is shown in Fig. 6 . The device operates as follows. A laser radiates the collimated narrow beam, which is unpolarized or circularly polarized. The beam passes sequentially through a small hole in a screen, Glan-Thompson polarization beam splitter, quarter-wave plate QWP, and DIC prism. The DIC prism under investigation is placed on a linear stage with Vernier micrometer. The stage allows to move the prism in the horizontal direction. The beam passes through the quarter-wave plate and DIC prism two times being reflected from a mirror. The beam splitter deflects the orthogonal polarization component toward a screen. The minimum intensity of the deflected laser beam was visually determined by observing the laser spot brightness on the screen. It is also possible to use a photodiode PD to measure the beam intensity. The intensity of the radiation flux of the deflected orthogonal component I' is described by the following formula 31 :
where I is the probing beam intensity, δ is retardance of the DIC prism, ψ is angular orientation of its shear plane, χ is orientation of the principal plane of the polarization beam splitter, ζ is orientation of the fast axis of quarter-wave plate.
The measuring procedure of retardance derivative consists of the following steps. Before placing the DIC prism under investigation in the setup we look this prism between the crossed polarizers. The shear plane would be perpendicular to the observed color fringes or/and the black fringe. Lets note the shear plane orientation.
Next we take out the quarter-wave plate from the setup, and put the DIC prism into the optical path. In this case, beam intensity on the screen is determined by the next expression:
By rotating the polarization beam splitter from 0º to 180º we achieve two extinctions of the laser spot on the screen. These extinctions differ by 90º. One of the extinction occurs when the beam splitter transmission axis is parallel to the shear plane of the DIC prism, which we noted. In this case the beam splitter angular scale χ points precisely the shear plane orientation ψ. After that we place the quarter-wave plate QWP into the optical path. The fast axis of the quarter-wave plate has to makes an angle 45º with the shear plane orientation, i.e. ζ = ψ+45º. The beam splitter has to be also rotated by 45º.
In this case χ 0 = ψ + 45°. Thus, the quarter-wave plate's fast axis is parallel to the beam splitter transmission axis. Laser spot on the screen becomes bright. Using formula (4) we could derive the following equation, which describes the spot's intensity:
Rotating the beam splitter allows to extinguish the spot on the screen. The DIC prism retardance δ in a point of the laser beam incidence is determined by the simple formula:
where χ is orientation angle of the beam splitter.
Using a linear stage we move the DIC prism in the horizontal direction and measure retardances δ 1 and δ 2 in two points x 1 and x 2 . The retardance derivative along to the shear direction X could be found by the following formula:
Then we compute the shear angle (in radians):
Instead of finding retardance values in two points only, we can measure dependence of the analyzer angle χ on the laser beam position x and use its derivative in formula above:
Then we compute shear distance d in the object plane and ratio of the shear distance to the Airy disk radius d/r Airy . For the calculation we use standardized reference focal lengths of the tube lenses L t for infinity-focused objective lens, which are adopted by several microscope manufacturers.
where M is objective lens magnification. In particularly, the reference focal length L t is 180 mm for Olympus, 164.5 mm for Zeiss, and 200 mm for Nikon and Leica microscopes 1 .
Radius of Airy disk r Airy is determined by the following equation 1 :
where NA is objective lens numerical aperture.
In the described setup we utilized a generic green laser pointer with wavelength 532 nm, beam splitting GlanThompson polarizer MSBTS-10-45 (Karl Lambrecht, Chicago, IL, http://www.klccgo.com), and precision achromatic quarter-wave plate AQ-100-0545 (Meadowlark, Frederick, CO, http://www.meadowlark.com). Because beam of our laser pointer has significant linearly polarized component we placed a generic circular polarizer for SLR camera between the pointer and the screen. In particularly we employed Tiffen circular polarizer 52HTCP (www.tiffen.com).
The measurement procedure could be simplified with using a custom built assembly with rotatable polarization beam splitter and quarter-wave plate 28 . This approach would not require taking out and putting in the quarter-wave plate. Table 1 summaries some results of the shear angle measurements of various DIC prisms currently manufactured by Olympus (Tokyo, Japan, http://www.olympus.com). High-resolution DIC prism U-DICTHR has the smallest shear angle. The prism enables observations with high resolution but less glare even for thick specimen used in developmental and genetic research, such as finely structured diatoms, embryos, zebrafish and C. elegans. All-round prism U-DICT with the intermediate shear angle is suitable for observing a wide range of general specimens, such as tissue. Highcontrast DIC prism U-DICTHC has the largest shear angle. Using this prism the high contrast can be obtained even in high magnification observations of thin specimens, such as culture cells. 
Calibration of LC variable retarder for bias modulation
Another parameter, which has to be quantified, is a bias amount introduced by the phase shifter. Any method for measuring retardance could be used to find a dependence of bias on the applied voltage. For example, one could employ the return-path compensation method, which we described in the previous section 3.1. However all calibration methods would require taking the phase shifter out of a microscope and placing it into a separate measuring setup. But on the other hand a phase shift of LC variable retarder depends on the temperature, wavelength, set of incidence angles of the passing rays, etc. Therefore it would be convenient to calibrate the LC variable retarder directly in the OI-DIC microscope ( Fig. 1 ) in order to avoid mismatch between the calibration and actual data.
For measuring dependence of the bias on the applied voltage we could use preliminary calibrated DIC prims. In a transmitted DIC microscope the total optical path difference (bias) between two interfering beams is created by a pair of DIC prisms. One of them is located in the imaging part, and another in the illumination part. Each of the prisms introduces own bias, which is not uniform and has a gradient. However, the prisms are placed and oriented in that way that they mutually compensate the bias gradient. Thus, the total bias distribution becomes even across the objective back focal plane. The bias can be changed by a lateral shifting of one of the DIC prisms along the bias gradient direction. As it was shown in the previous section 3.1 (formula (1)), the unitless bias gradient equals to shear angle (in radians). We can write linear equation for the current bias Λ(x):
where x and x 0 are the current and initial positions of the prism, % Λ is initial bias. The shear angle ε can be found in Table Usually DIC prism is shifted by a translation screw. Then the bias variation could be determined using the pitch of a screw thread p and revolution number R in the following way:
For example, Olympus high-resolution DIC prism U-DICTHR has translation screw with pitch 2.5 mm. The screw allows maximum 5 rotations. According to the Table 1 the prism shear angle is 40 µrad. Using equation (14) we receive the bias variation Λ = 100 nm per screw 360º-turn and the total range of the bias change Λ tot = 500 nm. General Olympus DIC prism U-DICT has 3 mm screw pitch and maximum 5 rotations. Consequently its bias variation Λ is 225 nm per screw turn and the total bias range Λ tot is 1125 nm.
Let's consider OI-DIC microscope for the transmitted light (Fig.1) . Before calibration the phase shifter and polarization rotators are removed from the microscope. An empty area of the specimen under investigation is placed in the center of view field. The DIC prisms are adjusted for the maximal image darkness. That means the prisms introduce zero total bias. Then the phase shifter is put into the place. Because the polarizer and analyzer are crossed and their transmissial axes are oriented at 45º to the principal axes of the orthogonal DIC prisms the beam intensity in the image central area I(V rms ) could be described by the following equation:
where % I is beam intensity after the polarizer, Λ 1 , Λ 2 , Λ 3 , and Λ 4 are biases contributed by prisms DIC1, DIC2, DIC3, and DIC4, respectively, Λ Σ = Λ 1 − Λ 2 − Λ 3 + Λ 4 is combined bias introduced by all prisms, Γ(V rms ) is bias created by the phase shifter, V rms is effective (rms) value of the applied voltage, and I c corresponds to a constant offset of the intensity signal.
If the setup is adjusted for the maximal extinction then biases Λ 1 , Λ 2 , Λ 3 , and Λ 4 compensate each other and Λ Σ = 0 . Thus, in the initial state of the OI-DIC setup, a dependence of beam intensity I 0 (V rms ) on the applied voltage is determined by the formula:
Next we move laterally one of the DIC prisms by the same distance by rotating the translation screw in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions. According to the linear equation (14) in these cases the prism bias will change by amount ± ε p R ( ) . The correspondent dependences of the beam intensity I -1 (V rms ) and I 1 (V rms ) are determined by the following equations:
Using the measured beam intensities I 0 (V rms ), I -1 (V rms ) and I 1 (V rms ) we could obtain the phase shifter bias Γ(V rms ):
The bias computation formula (19) yields values within [0, λ] interval. In other words, without further analysis, the bias measurement cannot distinguish a certain bias value, say Γ 0 , Γ 0 +λ. It is said that the measurement yields wrapped bias information. However, using prior knowledge regarding the continuity of the bias variation, the obtained result can be numerically corrected to cover greater intervals, outside [0, λ], by mathematical operation called phase unwrapping.
Mathematically, the unwrapping operation essentially searches for 2π jumps in the signal and corrects them by adding the 2π values back to the signal. For example, Matlab TM has very efficient and fast standard command called "unwrap".
In order to build the correct bias dependence it is also necessary to take into account a type of LC cell, which is employed in the phase shifter. In particular, retardance of conventional Freedericksz ECB cell decreases with applied voltage. The retardance is minimal and equals about 0.1λ at the highest voltage. In a case of VA ECB cell the retardance is minimal and equals zero when no voltage is applied.
COMPUTATION AND EXAMPLE OF OI-DIC IMAGES
We would like to mention that gradient magnitude represents increment of the optical path difference, which is in nanometers, along lateral coordinate, which is also in nanometers. Thus, the gradient magnitude is unitless. The shear amount d can be measured as it is described in Section 3.1 or found in Table 1 .
Notice that the algorithm considered above employs ratios between intensities of light that has interacted with the specimen. Therefore it suppresses contributions of absorption by the specimen, nonuniformity of illumination, etc., which can otherwise deteriorate a DIC image. Also, after computing the optical path gradient distribution, enhanced regular DIC images I enh (x,y) can be restored with any shear direction σ, different bias Γ and another shear amount d using the next formula: 
The enhanced image provides a calculated image for any desired shear direction and bias without the requirement to directly collect an image for that shear direction and bias. Moreover, the enhanced image will have less noise than a regular DIC image, and it suppresses deterioration of the image due to specimen absorption and illumination nonuniformity.
Optical path difference shows the dry mass distribution of a specimen and can be obtained by computing a line integral 11, 33 . Also other techniques for phase computation can be used, for instance, noniterative Fourier phase integration 6 , or nonlinear optimization with hierarchical representation 34 , etc. D.Biggs has developed an iterative deconvolution approach for computation of phase images, based on the same principles as deconvolution techniques normally used to remove out-of-focus haze 32, 35, 36 . 
